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â€œYou were so right when you said that we should be prepared to answer many
management-type questions. I enthusiastically recommend your review to anyone preparing to take
the NCLEX!â€• â€“Susan Hardy, R.N. Â
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Overall this is a great resource. Half the battle with the NCLEX-RN is understanding HOW to read
and answer the questions, not just knowing the information. This book helps you practice answering
questions.PROS:-Tons of questions to practice-Quick look up answers as well as detailed
rationales-CD with practice tests-New format questions (image, select all that apply, etc.)-Quick

reference sheets for lab results, therapeutic drug levels-Includes immunization schedule-Teaching
points on therapeutic dietsCONS:-Some rationales are lacking in details-The book does have some
wrong answers-No way (in the text) to select specific subject areas-Only the last two tests have the
alternate format questions (wish they were included in all the practice tests)In short - I used this to
supplement my other resources and passed the NCLEX-RN with 75 questions.

Great practice questions! It has a quick reference sheet one that you can bring anywhere. Give you
access to a lot of NCLEX practice questions. I studied Saunders, Kaplan books, Rachelle Allen
material, La charity and Lippincott books and They really helped my a lot. I passed my test with help
of these materials. If you see some flaws in this book just try to search for the right answer. I usually
do when I think there's something wrong with the questions/ answers. And it helped me retain
knowledge better because I can easily remember where I had a mistake. All in all great book!

I have mixed feelings about this book... Here are the things I like:-The quick reference sheet with
info like lab values.-There are a ton of questions for practice.-The rationales have good
explanations.-I didn't have access to the CD, but I like the idea of being able to take a CAT test, so
that seems like a plus.But then, the more I used this book, the more frustrated I became and here's
why: Some of the "select all that apply" questions had answers in which all of the options were given
as right answers. On the real NCLEX, it will always be more than 1, but never all of the options.
Also, I found multiple errors in the answers. For example, a med math calculation question had a
different weight listed in the question than was in the rationale...consequently my calculation was
"wrong." Also, one of the questions said that the nurse "has to get consent prior to surgery." This is
not within the scope of an RN. "Checking for consent" is, but not "getting" consent. Removal of PPE
was also wrong and listed as "gloves, eyewear, gown, eyewear."Also, there seems to be a TON of
somewhat random information. My understanding is that the NCLEX is meant to test a NEW nurse's
knowledge...not that of a nurse who has worked in a specific field for several years (ie.
hemodialysis, sweat chloride test result to diagnose CF, goat saliva as a cause of toxoplasmosis vs.
botulism).In short, this book has a lot of decent content, but it's easy to feel very overwhelmed by
the sheer volume of content contained within the questions. Also the multiple errors left me
wondering if the answers are actually right, how accurately this book represents the real NCLEX
exam, and how well the authors are in touch with that.

When I read the title of this book, the words "Exam Cram" had me thinking that this was going to be

an NCLEX-RN review book, with a slew of practice questions intertwined. My thoughts were
incorrect though. The book has a quick reference guide that provides general information about the
NCLEX-RN exam itself, along with, serum electrolyte values, hematology values, ABG values, blood
chemistry values, therapeutic drug levels, normal vital signs for an adult, maternity norms,
abnormalities in the laboring obstetric client, TORCHS syndrome in neonates, Angicoagulant
therapy/monitoring, Rule of Nines, acid/base balance, theapeutic diets, cultural and religious
considerations, legal issues in nursing, and tips for assigning staff duties. I know that there was a lot
of material listed there on what it covers, but it is a very brief 4 page cram sheet covering ALL of that
information. Do not get me wrong, it is very handy, and useful to have around, but that is the only
CRAM part about it. There is a short 7 page reference in an appendix, but again, this section is also
very brief. There are five different practice exams, each containing 250 questions a piece. There is a
quick reference area where you can quickly see what the correct answer is, and then another area
where it provides you with the correct answer along with a rationale.I am currently in my last
semester of nursing school and have to take the HESI Exit Exam with a score of 900+ in order to
graduate. This book has been helpful in providing number of practice questions for me to use to
help build up my testing stamina, and to help me practice questions to see where my weak areas
are. The exams are not divided into categories though (for example, there is no section specifically
with medical surgical nursing questions, or psychiatric nursing questions) the different topics are
disbursed throughout the exams. I like this aspect because I feel it is more like what the actual
NCLEX-RN exam is going to be like when you sit down to take it.Overall, I think it is a nice book to
have.

The main reasons why this is a must have!!! Number one Pearson makes this book and Pearson
makes NCLEX. Number two I saw questions almost word for word from this book on my test.
Number 3 I did all 6 exams the week before my test and passed with 75 questions.

This is great for content review for nclex. I feel as though the nclex was more content then strategy.
Buy this book do every question read all rationales, buy Saunders flashcards Q&A, and do
proritization delegation by Lacharity will guarantee that you pass boards on first try!!!
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